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SPONSORSHIP LEVELS
Sponsorship can help your company gain unprecedented visibility into the early-stage life science
community, and also leverage LSN’s close-knit network of key decision-makers to make promising
connections with future clients and strategic partners. Each sponsorship offering is designed to help
organizations increase global exposure through high visibility branding and messaging, target and source
assets and strategic partnerships, advertise products and services through programming and direct
contact with industry leaders.
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Dedicated Webpage
Logo Feature (Website)
Logo Feature (Track)
Logo Feature (Banner)
Free Registration
Discounted
Registration
Newsletter Article
Newsletter Banner Ad
Workshop or Panel
Post-Event Attendee
List
Post-Event Attendee
Contact Information
Regional Partner
*Innovator’s Pitch Challenge sessions available at an additional fee. See page 12 for additional info.
**Intended for Service Providers only.

SPONSORSHIP BUNDLES
Sponsors may bundle event deals for maximum
savings and increased exposure across the early-stage
arena within life science and healthcare.
Organizations may sponsor two events at equal levels,
and receive the same level to a third event at a 15%
discount. Additionally, they may sponsor three events
at the same level, and receive the same level to a
fourth event at a 25% discount.

Bundle
Sponsor 2 Events
Sponsor 3 Events

Offer
Get the 3rd 15% Off
Get the 4th 25% Off
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WHY SPONSOR?
Life Science Nation (LSN) is the premier partnering experience in the early-stage investment ecosystem in
healthcare. Investors, strategic partners, and companies representing all corners of the globe use LSN
events to meet their partnership and fundraising goals. Sponsorship for an LSN event is the fast-track to
reaching these goals. In addition to event access, sponsors receive unparalleled attention to detail from
the LSN team. We share your goals and are committed to making your experience with us a success.
Through LSN, sponsors can do the following:
• Increase global brand and reach through:
• Participating in RESI Partnering Week with up to 16K annual attendees
• A feature in the Next Phase Newsletter, with a weekly readership of 36K
• Source, vet, and develop key relationships with your target audience
• Tech Hubs – Feature your constituents
• Investors – Add quality companies to your portfolio
• Service Providers – Increase your deal pipeline and access investor portfolios
• Access post-event attendee list, including start-up companies, service providers, investors,
government agencies, and tech hubs
• Showcase your product and services by moderating an expert panel or hosting and delivering a
workshop
• Use our one-of-a-kind match-based partnering platform to connect with strategic partners and
build relationships

WHO SPONSORS?
•
•
•
•

Regional tech hubs, accelerators and incubators, government entities, non-profit groups and
foundations introducing and showcasing their constituents to the global marketplace
Global investors, channel partners, strategic partners and big pharma sourcing technology assets
for their pipeline, channels and new silos
Service providers selling their services to funded CEOs, establishing relationships with global
strategic partners and expanding market presence
Investors expanding their portfolio through technology assets, finding investment partners for
joint deal syndication, and finding service providers to help develop their portfolio
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EVENTS OVERVIEW

RESI Partnering Week functions as an early-stage fundraising trifecta, providing opportunities for startups to connect with investors and strategic partners based on product fit and stage of development. RESI
has a longstanding reputation for bringing life science deal-makers together, while its AI and Longevity
events host conversations for specific technology and applications, enabling attendees to customize their
experience based on their needs. Each conference provides unique opportunities to buyers and sellers,
and we hope you’ll join us!
Redefining Early-Stage Investments (RESI)
The Redefining Early Stage Investments (RESI) conference series brings
together startups with early-stage investors and strategic channel partners to
maximize the capability of these companies, from seed to series B, to find partners who are a fit for their
technology and stage of development. RESI is cross-border and cross-domain, connecting start-ups with
ten categories of global investors across the silos of drugs, devices, diagnostics, and digital health. RESI
caters to both the earliest stage startups, those seeking grants, seed and angel capital, and the early-stage
firms who seek seed, series A, and B funding.
RESI AI
Artificial intelligence (AI) is rapidly reshaping the healthcare landscape and
redefining what is possible in life science. RESI AI is a digital partnering
conference that connects the investors and strategic partners and matches
them to companies developing and commercializing AI technology in drugs,
devices, diagnostics, and digital health to revolutionize healthcare. RESI AI features investors and
entrepreneurs sharing their experiences in early-stage funding and what makes a successful partnership.
This two-day digital conference provides the opportunity to meet and learn from experts, build
relationships, and advance healthcare through the power of AI.
RESI Longevity, Co-Organized with Mary Furlong & Associates
The aging boomer population contributed $8.3 trillion in economic activity
to the 2018 US economy, and that number is projected to triple by 2050.
The need for advancements in drugs, devices, diagnostics, and digital health
for the treatment of age-related conditions is crucial. RESI Longevity is a
new partnering conference focused on conditions related to aging, market
challenges, and solutions via early-stage companies and their promising tech and products. RESI Longevity
brings fundraising startups together with investors in age-tech innovation to make deals in order that
today’s seniors live longer, healthier lives.
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ATTENDEE DEMOGRAPHICS
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PARTNERING
Partnering Overview Partnering is one of the most valuable facets of LSN conferences. The partnering
platform is designed to match attendees based on sector, indication, phase of development, etc. (see
below to see criteria), eliminating the question, “Is this a good fit for my needs?” Fundraising companies
match with a diverse pool of investors who fit both development stage and product set. Investors and
strategic partners can explore the latest innovation in a format that easily connects them with products
they are most interested in. Sponsors, exhibitors, and providers also can review attendee profiles to find
the best fit for their services.
How Does it Work? Partnering opens about two
weeks ahead of the conference, providing time to
upload personal schedules, company profiles as
well as review and request meetings with
attendees using the filters based on what
attendees you are most interested in meeting.
LSN hosts tutorials to review platform function, as
well as provide tips for anyone who is new or
inexperienced with partnering events. Click the
video to view our partnering tutorial.
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STANDARD VS. PREMIER
Standard Profile
The standard partnering profile provides
filterable information about each investor’s
sector(s), indications(s) and phase(s) of
development they seek. Attendees reviewing
a standard profile can judge if they are a fit
for their product offerings. Standard profiles
contain:
• Allocation Information
• Investor Type
• Main Sector
• Indications
• Phase of Development
• Orphan Interest
• Capital Structure Preference
• Investment Stage
• Attending Investors
• “Book Meetings” Option

Premier Profile
A Premier profile provides exclusive access to
full investor mandates, imported from the LSN
database with more than 5,000 profiles,
including personal contact information for each
investor. This information is gathered by the
LSN Research team, based on 1:1 conversations
and updates gathered every 1-6 months.
Attendees can upgrade their standard profile to
premier for a $500 fee. Premier profiles contain:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Allocation
Information
Investor Type
Main Sector
Indications
Phase of
Development
Orphan Interest
Capital Structure
Preference
Investment Stage
Attending
Investors
“Book Meetings”
Option

•

•
•
•

Access Investor
Mandate
Information from a
1:1 Interview with
LSN Staff*
Direct contact
email*
Sectors and SubSectors of Interest*
Company &
Management Team
Requirements*

*Premier access only
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DEDICATED WEBPAGE
Sponsors (except Ad. Sponsor) are provided a dedicated webpage that serves as their virtual exhibition
booth. By clicking the sponsor's logo on the event Live Agenda, attendees gain access to their dedicated
webpage, which hosts materials which can include, but are not limited to: video presentations, company
description, team bios, and downloadable materials.
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LOGO FEATURES
All sponsors (except Exhibitors) will have their organization logo featured prominently on event collateral.
Depending on the sponsorship level, these include the event website, banner, and a particular track.
Website
LSN event websites are the centralized
locations for potential and registered
attendees to access news and content
related to the conference, making them the
most prominent display for sponsoring
company logos.
Banner
Event banners are used for promotion in a
myriad of ways, including social media,
email signatures, weekly newsletter, Next
Phase blog, registration form, panel
application, partnering platform, etc.

Track
Sponsors can customize track themes, or simply have a prominent logo feature. Examples differ based on
the track, whether partnering, panel, workshop, or pitch sessions.
Partnering: The sponsor's logo will be featured on the 1-1 partnering system, which all
attendees need to use. Plus, all sponsor attendees will have premier partnering access for free,
while being featured as the partnering sponsor.
Panel or workshop track: The sponsor can plan topics for panel discussions or
educational workshop, source speakers (with event staff assistance, if desired),
and provide additional materials.
Innovator’s Pitch Challenge: The
sponsor can set up the specific
requirements and include winner
prizes, including services, products,
cash, etc. Sponsors will also have
access to applications for review and
selection.
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NEWSLETTER ARTICLE & BANNER AD
Life Science Nation (LSN)’s Next Phase Newsletter arrives in 36,000+ inboxes every Thursday, made up of
three articles, and features sponsor banner ads. Sponsor banners run for three weeks which may include:
company/event name, one tagline, and embedded link to the sponsor's website.

Sponsor articles appear in one of two formats:
1. An educational article with the promotion purpose, written by the sponsor. E.g. providing insights
on the industry trends, while introducing the service of sponsor.
2. An interview with Sponsor with the promotion purpose, conducted and written by the RESI team.
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PANELS & WORKSHOPS
In order to provide maximum value, Life Science Nation (LSN) goes beyond partnering with expert
panels and industry workshops – each designed with the early-stage player in mind – and available to
help sponsors reach their goals.
Panels
Panels can be live or pre-recorded and are available for viewing online via the event website. These 50minute discussions feature four panelists and one moderator, made up of active investors, strategic
partners, and key industry leaders, with a diverse range of topics focused on the early-stage life science
ecosystem. Sponsors may join a panel as a moderator with a 10-minute dedicated presentation for
promotion.
Workshops
Workshops are sponsored webinars designed to educate leaders of fundraising companies on elements
of the early-stage landscape often overlooked, which can include patents, recruitment, intellectual
property, insurance, financial management, and so much more. Sponsors may holding a dedicated
workshop to promote brand, service, or product.
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INNOVATOR’S PITCH CHALLENGE
Gold and Title sponsors, as well as Co-Organizers have the opportunity to sponsor one or more of the
pitch sessions that make up the Innovator’s Pitch Challenge.
If you are an investor sourcing quality deal flow or boost the visibility of your existing portfolio companies,
or a service provider raising brand
recognition among potential early-stage
clients, the Innovator’s Pitch Challenge is an
excellent occasion to achieve these goals.
Each session hosts five pitching companies
who will field questions from a live panel of
investors. The price of sponsorship is $5,000
USD per session. LSN offers the following
support options:
1. LSN calls for applications, scores the
applications using a proprietary expert
system, and selects the top five
companies to participate in the pitch
session. A panel of focused investors will
be selected for the live session.
2. Sponsors can select five companies to
be showcased, and LSN will appoint the
panel of expert investors.
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